Computer Science Open Days
Thursday 4th & Friday 5th July 2019

For further details contact
Student Administration:

Computer Laboratory
William Gates Building
JJ Thomson Avenue
Cambridge. CB3 0FD
Phone: (01223) 763505
Email: teaching-admin@est.cam.ac.uk

The Universal bus will pick up at Cambridge railway station, with drop offs at Silver Street (for Sidgwick Site) and the West Cambridge Site.

We recommend parking at the Madingley Road Park and Ride, follow signs at J13, M11 and A428.

- **13:30-14:15** Lecture theatre 1, Welcome talk and course presentation. Presentation of the Computer Science Admissions Test (CSAT).

- **14:00-16:00** Intel Lab, 2nd Floor. Variety of demonstrations and displays from various research groups: Computer architecture, Digital technology, Graphics and interaction, Natural language processing, Security. Available to view: MPhil and Part IB Group Project demonstrations, sample lecture notes, CSAT stand: obtain answers to questions regarding the CSAT.

- **15:00-14:45** Lecture theatre 1. Welcome talk and course presentation. Presentation of the Computer Science Admissions Test (CSAT). (repeat of 13:30 talk)